I Didn't Know That Comes From The Bible: From Sour Grapes To Feet Of Clay, The Biblical Origins Behind Our Everyday Words And Expressions
From the Author of the I Didn't Know That Series Comes the Latest New Volume Exploring the Biblical Roots of Everyday Phrases and Expressions Tracing everyday expressions with roots in holy scripture, I Didn't Know That Comes from the Bible covers everything from Land o'Goshen to Apple of My Eye ... Blind Leading the Blind to Going the Extra Mile, the latest edition in the I Didn't Know That series, is dedicated to scripture, religion, and all things biblical, with a plethora of insights into commonly cited expressions coming straight from the Bible. Expressions include: Old as Methuselah Spare the Rod and Spoil the Child Bringing down the House Nothing But Skin and Bones Feet of Clay
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My wife can't put it down! She loves it and plans to share it with her Bible Study group. 'Nuff said...

That says it all.
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